
Now Hiring: Full-Time Team Member for Advertising Agency in Bloomington, IL

Content Creator: Multimedia Ad Production

Important Note
This is NOT a remote position. For this full-time, salaried career, candidates must reside in the 

Bloomington-Normal area to work in-person daily at the JoshuaOneNine Office in downtown Bloomington.

POSITION OVERVIEW                                                                                                                                                              
Responsible for creating multimedia advertising content from capture to completion for the diversified 
client base of a growing Advertising Agency. Technical skills and creative talent are expected in five key 
production areas: video, audio, photography, motion graphics, and editing. 

 Shoot & record content on-location (including with lights, diffusers, sliders, and stabilizers)

 Shoot & record content in-studio at the JoshuaOneNine Office (with a full Aputure lighting truss, 

green/blue screens, and a separate Vocal Booth)

 Create basic Animations and Edit your files & footage using the Adobe Creative Suite 
(Log/Raw/Wav files) into a compelling final audio/photo/video advertising product (including text 

caption overlays and end slates) for a variety of 15-sec, 30-sec, square, vertical & landscape social 
media and broadcast platforms.

You're into gear. You shoot in manual. You're a stickler for detail in editing. And if it's created using 24MP, 
24fps, or -12db, you can bring it to life.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION                                                                                                                                                 
JoshuaOneNine believes our clients are worth a new creation, and we're shaping a community where businesses feel local, but 
never small. We're a relational marketing agency that creates and distributes strong & courageous content for local brands. 
Internally, our Christian culture openly and unashamedly embraces Bible study and prayer. We value integrity alongside ability,
and character alongside competency. In addition to putting in a productive day's work, our small company offers a platform to 
reflect gospel-centered values into the lives of co-workers, clients, and the community through our conduct and contributions. 
We want to be at the cross-section of marketing and ministry as we flex our creativity in a faith-based environment.



JOB DESCRIPTION      (broad overview)                                                                                                                                  
Content Creator: Multimedia Ad Production – reports directly to the Owner, and is responsible for capturing, 

creating, editing, producing, and exporting strong video, audio, and photo ad content for client marketing strategies.  
Importantly, your ads will be expected to honor existing brand guidelines. You need to be a media production superstar within 
defined brand boundaries, able to create audio, video, photo & motion graphics marketing and advertising content for every 
digital & broadcast platform available to a local business.

SKILLS & COMPETENCIES                                                                                                                                                           
Day-to-day, your responsibilities may include the following:

VIDEO (Capture & Editing)
 JoshuaOneNine uses Sony FX30 Cinema cameras. You will be responsible for using this body to its fullest, including 

getting the most out of its dual base ISO, 10-bit 4:2:2, and S-Log. 
 We use a range of glass from Rokinon, Sigma, Sony, and Tamron, and are always looking to add lenses to our 

collection. You need to be an expert at keeping shots in focus.
 Current stabilization accessories including Edelkrone sliders, a FeiyuTech gimbal, and a Kessler pocket jib. You need 

to be an expert in stabilization. It's supposed to be fluid and smooth, not unintentionally jittery or shaky.
 The JoshuaOneNine Studio is outfitted with a suspended steel ceiling truss featuring multiple Aputure Nova P300c 

lights, and additional Aputure 300d II lights on Manfrotto pantographs. Depending on the needs of the shoot, you will
be expected to safely and optimally position these around the rig as needed (occasionally being on a ladder 12-ft in the
air, and attaching/removing light domes and diffusers), and operate them using a bluetooth app.

 Additionally, for on-location shoots, we use continuous LED panel lighting from Fovitec, Godox, Boling, and others. 
You will be responsible for managing their batteries, tripods, diffusers, soft boxes and barn doors when needed.

 The JoshuaOneNine Studio is also outfitted with a wall-mounted roller system containing vinyl green screen, white 
screen, and gray screen backdrops (as well as a separate blue screen). We regularly shoot on a green screen for 
ongoing client work, so your ability to use a green screen (lighting and positioning to avoid spill) and precisely key-out 
backgrounds in post will be critical.

 JoshuaOneNine uses the Adobe Creative Suite, and you will be expected to have a solid proficiency in video editing 
with Adobe software, primarily Premiere and After Effects, not simply to edit timelines and remove green screen, but 
also to accurately color-grade footage, use LUTs and filters, and export files properly.

 Text, captions, and graphic overlays are a critical component of video editing & production. Technical ability to add 
these text and graphic elements to videos is expected, as is the skill to add them with creativity, spell them correctly 
and with proper punctuation, and make choices according to client brand guidelines.

MOTION GRAPHICS (Animations)
 Familiarity with After Effects is critical, as video ads often contain elements and end slates with motion graphics. This 

means moderate-level effects like parallax, animating text, smooth line and shape movements, and other simple visual 
effects that add motion and interest to Client ads. In short, you need to be familiar, capable, and competent. You don't 
need to be an expert, but if you've only opened After Effects once or twice, that would be a concern.

You will be making ads. Here, those include everything from multi-cam "TV show-style" podcasts, to 30-sec TV spots in 4K, to 
short vertical vids for Tiktok. You will be shooting products, people & scenes...in both macro & wide, on a tripod & while 
carrying a stabilizer. But we're still making ads, which means your technical skill & creativity needs to inspire action.

AUDIO (Capture & Editing)
 JoshuaOneNine has a dedicated Vocal Booth in-studio which uses Electro-Voice RE20 microphones. You will be 

responsible for recording voice talent for use in radio, streaming audio, and video ads. 
 During studio video shoots, audio is captured separately, often using a Deity S-Mic2 into a MixPre-3 as the primary 

shotgun boom, along with various on-camera mics for sync tracks, and occasional lavalier mics.
 You will be expected to have a solid grasp of Audition. We prefer audio not be done exclusively in Premiere. 
 You may also be responsible for choosing licensed music for client projects through subscription services we use.



PHOTO (Capture & Editing)
 JoshuaOneNine currently uses Sony A7 III cameras for photography. You will be responsible for using this body to its 

fullest, including getting the most out of its 24MP's and full-frame sensor.
 Same as video, we use a range of glass from Rokinon, Sigma, Sony, and Tamron, and are always looking to add lenses 

to our collection. You need to be an expert at keeping shots in focus.
 On-location, you will be responsible for capturing abundant food, cocktail, and product photography, portrait 

photography of people and animals, and interior and exterior photography at houses, stores, and even aircraft. Prior 
experience with food and product photography is highly desired.

 We regularly use continuous lighting during photoshoots, and you will be expected to know how to light a scene on-
location during a shoot. If you prefer flash over continuous LED lighting, that's fine. The final product is what matters.

 In-studio, you'll be expected to use studio lighting and backdrops to capture headshots, team shots, and portrait 
photography for corporate clients. This will include directing subjects into poses, angles & facial expressions, so 
being clear & personable is highly desired.

 Additionally in-studio, you will do regular macro jewelry photography (and video) of rings, diamonds, and other 
pieces. Lighting sparkly gemstones and shiny metals is no easy task, and you'll be expected to learn & improve.

 You will be expected to be highly skilled in photo editing, filters, and color tones using Lightroom and Photoshop. 
Much of the product, food, and cocktail photography you'll shoot will require layer stacking of multiple images that 
were lit differently, and your ability to generate great-looking composites will be critical.

JoshuaOneNine is known for its high quality photography. From food to jewelry to portraits to interior and exterior settings, 
you will be responsible for continuing (and advancing) this reputation with creatively-composed, in-focus, well-lit shots that 
come to life with filters and touchups in editing.

OTHER Related Duties
 You will participate in brainstorming sessions with the team, expected to contribute creative ad ideas.
 You will be in charge of the Studios and the Gear Closet. This will include arranging and storing equipment as you see 

fit, keeping the areas clean, setting-up and tearing-down shoots, putting things away, sweeping the floor, and locking it
all up at the end of every day. There will be a full inventory list, which you will be responsible for keeping updated.

OTHER (Bonus Skills) The following skills are not required, but would make you even more competitive
 Social Media Platforms. Our advertising agency develops ads for all the major platforms. Being a daily, active user of 

Instagram, TikTok, and others will give you an inside track regarding length, style, and formatting.
 Drone video experience and/or licensure. JoshuaOneNine uses a DJI Air 2S to capture aerial video content. Your 

ability to fly a drone (including relevant licenses), or your desire to learn, is a plus.
 Live video production experience. On occasion, JoshuaOneNine produces live broadcasts for client projects on 

YouTube and other social media platforms. Your ability to produce and/or direct live content using Black Magic ATEM, 
ProPresenter, OBS, and Streamyard, or your desire to learn, is a plus.  

SKILLS & COMPETENCIES SUMMARIZED
In summary, the key elements are being technically sound and continuously creative in five key areas of media advertising 
production: video, audio, photography, motion graphics, and editing, while still cranking-out impressive content within 
client brand guidelines. From day one, you will be taking over existing work for a diverse roster of clients, so you're expected 
to already have a fundamental familiarity with how to use the relevant Adobe software. Your training, then, would primarily 
involve getting up to speed on client projects. From there, most of your time will be spent in the JoshuaOneNine Office, doing 
audio/photo/video shoots in the Studio and editing footage into ads, with regular on-location trips to our clients' businesses to 
capture footage that can't be shot in-studio. Again, this is a robust creative media position at an advertising agency, so you'll be
asked to wear multiple creative hats. Naturally, you'll be stronger at some of these than others, but familiarity with each is 
strongly preferred. 



QUALIFICATIONS, EXPERIENCE & REQUIREMENTS                                                                                            
Requirements & Strong Preferences

 This is not a remote position. Residency in the Bloomington-Normal area is required  .  
 Demonstrate your character through multiple non-family reference  s  .
 Experience with professional media equipment is required.
 In the interview process, you will be asked to demonstrate your competency via brief assignments related to 

audio/video/photo/motion graphics production.
 You must have a valid driver's license and reliable vehicle for day travel to surrounding client sites.
 Due to the intensive audio/visual projects, adequate vision (both clarity & color) and auditory abilities are required.
 Due to the physical demands of photo/video shoots, mobility and dexterity are required, as is the physical ability to 

carry heavy production gear, and stand on a ladder 10-12' in the air while holding heavy production gear.

Additional Preferences to Enhance your Candidacy
 Minimum of 2 years experience working in visual media for businesses is preferred.
 Experience in the world of advertising is preferred, though not required. A desire to grow is expected.
 Degrees or certifications. Competency & character matter most, but a formal background in media would be a plus.
 We're an intensely local company looking for reliable longevity from this position, so we welcome candidates who plan

to put down roots and make the Bloomington-Normal area their home. 
 Additionally, since you will become the lead shooter and editor for their advertising and marketing content, being 

familiar with JoshuaOneNine clients will make you highly competitive.

WORK ENVIRONMENT                                                                                                                                                            
You'll be expected to work from the company's headquarters in Downtown Bloomington with the rest of the team, where we 
regularly interact with clients and their staff. We are an openly Christian company that has 9 minutes of team-building Bible 
Study every Wednesday morning, and the ideal candidate will be curious and excited to join that culture. 

Salary & Benefits
 Starting range of $45,000 - $80,000, based on the skills, competencies, experience & qualifications.
 Monday-Friday, 8a-4pm with occasional evening or weekend commitments in support of client shoots and events.
 Health Insurance benefits include an optional HRA (Health Reimbursement Agreement)
 Paid Vacation & Sick Days. 

Other Perks:
 JoshuaOneNine is on the top floor of the Illinois House Building in Downtown Bloomington, in a newly built-out Office 

featuring a recording studio, plenty of space, and great views. It's a unique spot from which you'll love to work. 
 We built a kegerator into our Kitchenette. We've always got Frostie's root beer and a White Oak craft beer on tap.
 Our clients are outstanding, and you may find yourself occasionally taste-testing new menu items and beer, playing 

with toys, attending an awards gala, touring epic spaces, flying at 10,000 feet, and more. 
 If you demonstrate the competency and desire, you may be entrusted with a Gear Budget for purchasing equipment 

you need/want for the Studio. Speaking of gear, you will use the company work laptop: a 16" MacBook Pro, M1 Max.

TO APPLY                                                                                                                                                                                            
Apply by sending an email to careers@joshuaonenine.media containing the following:

 Cover letter explaining why you'd be the right fit for our company in addition to being right for this role.
 Resume with references, and links, portfolio, or attached samples that help demonstrate your media production work.

TIMELINE                                                                                                                                                                                            
 Interviews are expected to occur throughout March & April, 2023, with an expected start date in April or 

May 2023. Some flexibility into June may be possible for the right candidate.

mailto:careers@joshuaonenine.media

